Crazy Maze

Joy and Sadness have become lost and need to find their way back to HQ. See if you can find the path back to the others!
Connect the dots
Start at 1 and connect the dots to finish this picture. Have fun!

say hello to JOY
say hello to SADNESS

Connect the dots

Start at 1 and connect the dots to finish this picture. Have fun!
Connect the dots
Start at 1 and connect the dots to finish this picture. Have fun!
say hello to FEAR
Connect the dots
Start at 1 and connect the dots to finish this picture. Have fun!

say hello to DISGUST
Connect the dots
Start at 1 and connect the dots to finish this picture. Have fun!

say hello to
ANGER
SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
Find the six differences between the two pictures.

Missing memory ball, upper left; extra gear, upper left; buildings in distance, upper center.

Locomotive, upper right; extra wall detail, upper right; table base, lower center.

ANSWER KEY: Colored wire, upper right; extra wall detail, upper right; table base, lower center.